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Marking your survey          Discovering How we can Learn Better  -   

We’ll look at the diagrams you’ve rated in a moment  (as you will all have different answers). 

Question 2 – an introduction.  At first glance,  it looks as if : 

   a)    You like   Abstract Concepts  - thinking and discovering, but 
also with a practical element.   You like to do practical tasks  
and not just think, and you probably  like technical tasks.  You 
like to find practical solutions to problems, rather than inter-
personal activities. 

  b)    You like   Abstract Concepts but also learn by Reflecting.  You 
like a concise, logical approach to learning.  It’s possible that 
Ideas are more important to you than people. 

   c)    You’re an  Observer  and learn by watching rather than doing.   
You could be quite a sensitive person, and like  to use  your 
imagination to solve problems. 

  d)    You  like  Concrete Experiences – actually experiencing how a 
topic works.  You probably like a “hands-on” approach to 
learning, and may use intuition rather than logic.  

 

These styles of Learning were first discussed by Kolb (in 1984).  We’ll look at these to understand 

more in detail below. 

YES to Questions 3, 4 and 5  :  You are a Kinesthetic and Tactile Learner.  You learn best through 

touching and moving.   You probably like making things. You need an  external stimulus to keep your 

concentration levels high.  Keep trying new  activities to keep your concentration and enjoyment up.   

YES to Questions   6  and 7  :  you’re a Visual Learner. Yes to Qu. 6  means  you’re a Visual  Spatial 

Learner and you  understand classes better when there are plenty of charts, illustrations, maps, 

handouts etc.  You’ll revise well doing Key Notes and  Flash Cards. 

 

If You said YES to Qu 7  :  You’re a Visual Linguistic Learner.  You learn best through written 

language – reading and writing are tasks that help you learn and understand.  You’ll  also revise well 

doing Key Notes or Flash Cards.     
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YES to Questions 8, 9 or 10,  You’re an Auditory Learner.  You have a special gift.  You can take in 

lots of information from listening.  You like to have  a brief explanation at the start of a class.  You 

learn better if you talk to your  peers or brainstorm with a group.  When you’re revising, try 

summarising what you’ve learnt  through talking  to a peer, that will help you make sense of the 

topic.  At College you may want to ask your lecturers  if you can record the classes on a MP3 player 

so you can re-play them.   

 

The above Learning Style is called KAVT  (Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, and Tactile). 

 

11.  a)   or b) You are likely to be a Theorist. (For each of these, there is more explanation below).

 c)  You are likely to be a Pragmatist.  

d)  You are likely to be a Reflector 

e)  You are likely to be an Activist.  

12.   

a)  &  b)   If you liked  group discussions and role play You are likely to be an 
Activist. 

c)  &  d)   If you liked reading the facts, and 
understanding the background information  

You are likely to be a 
Theorist.   

e)  &  f)   If you liked Quiet time to reflect  &   real 
case studies 

You are likely to be a 
Pragmatist 

g)  &  h)   Do you prefer  Discussing in pairs  &  One-
to-one coaching? 

You are likely to be a 
Reflector  

i)   Do you prefer   Making models and crafts 
related to the topic? 

You’re an Activist  (with 
Kinesthetic tendencies) 

j)  &  k)   Do you prefer    Making notes as the teacher 
describes the topic  &  Drawing a Mind 
Map? 

You are likely to be an 
Activist. 

 

13.   

Group I 
Activist likes  

Group II 
Theorist likes 

Group III  
Pragmatist likes 

Group IV 
Reflector likes 

Brainstorming. 
Group discussions. 
Puzzles. 
Competitions. 
Role play. 
Mini tests. 
Mind maps 

Stories. 
Quotations. 
Background 
information. 
Maps. 
Statistics. 
Graphs. 
Models. 
Theories 

Real-world problems 
Case Studies. 
Discussions. 
Reflection. 
Time to think things 
through. 
Applying your learning 
to real problems. 
 

Paired  discussions. 
Personality 
questionnaires. 
Individual 
questionnaires (on 
learning) 
Observing activities. 
Feedback from others. 
Coaching. 
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Activist likes  Theorist likes Pragmatist likes Reflector likes 

An Activist learns by 
doing  and need to get 
their hands dirty.  They 
like to immerse 
themselves in a subject 
to learn. 

A Theorist needs to 
understand the theory 
behind a topic.  They 
like to draw concepts 
into a logical system or 
framework. 

Pragmatists need to see 
how to put theory into 
practice.  They like to 
experiment to see how 
theories work.  It’s no 
good giving the theory 
alone to you!  “Seeing 
is believing.”  

A reflector learns from 
observing and thinking 
through what 
happened.  They like to 
look at things from lots 
of different view points, 
but need time to come 
to a conclusion.  Don’t 
rush this student! 

 

 

Look back at the pictures you gave a 5 to.  Do these all relate the group above you’ve chosen?   You 

write  A (for Activist),  T for Theorist, P for Pragmatist and R for Reflector after the appropriate 

Image, if this helps. 

These ideas were developed by  Honey and Mumford (1980’s)  – who modified Kolb’s Learning 

Styles. 

 

 

My Learning Style is ___________________________________________________________ 

 

I Learn Best by ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

You may wish to record this on the other questionnaire, page 6 too. 

 

14. a) If you can remember numbers easily – make the most of this – it’s a valuable talent!!!  You 

have an abstract –type of mind. 

b) If you can remember words or phrases  easily – make the most of this – it’s a valuable 

talent!!!  You have a verbal and  linguistic–type of mind. 

 

Qu 15 onwards :  this is difficult to mark, as it’s a bit subjective as to which Group you put the 

pictures in.  These are my Total scores  (Group I  contains the images  c, e, h, k, l,  o, p,)   so    the 

total score for Group I = 35,  Group II = 15,  Group III = 10,  Group  IV  is 5.  

To work out  your percentage  =  your score X 100 % 

Total  score  

Well done for discovering this about yourself!!! 
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